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Intelligence Agencies and UFOs 
 

from "Above Top Secret" by Timothy Good, 

William Morrow & Company, ISBN 0-688-09202-0, 1988 

 

 

Chapter 2: Room 801 - Top Secret (1955-59) 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

9 weeks after the West Freugh report, the Reynolds News claimed that the Air Ministry conducted 

top-secret research into the UFO phenomenon at one of its offices in Northumberland Avenue, London.  

The report stated that on the 9
th

 floor of what was formerly the Hotel Metropole, a top-secret room 

existed -- No. 801 -- where all reports of UFOs were collected and studied by experts. 

 

In the 10 years during which the Air Ministry had been analyzing the reports (1947-57), a Ministry 

spokesman was quoted a saying that they had "something like 10,000 sightings" on file and that 

although many reports had been "cleared up", there were some which could not be explained.  "Nobody 

in the know," he admitted, "is prepared to say that all reports about these mystery objects are nonsense." 

 

The interior of Room 801 was never seen by unauthorized persons.  A large map of the British Isles 

was hung on -- the report continued -- and on it were literally thousands of colored pins with the 

heaviest concentration appearing to be over the Norwich area.  At airfields all over Britain, fighter 

planes were kept ready to intercept and -- if necessary -- to engage any UFO within combat range.
10

 

 

Gordon Creighton -- the indefatigable editor of Flying Saucer Review -- had been an intelligence 

officer at Northumberland Avenue during the period question.  So I asked him if he could substantiate 

the story in any way, although he was not involved with the Air Ministry.  "I was on the next floor to the 

department that dealt with UFOs," he told me.  "There was only one floor above us.  That floor was DDI 

(Tech.), so everybody that went up in the lift above us was from that department.  There weren't any 

other departments on that floor.  But I and one-or-two other people in my department used to have fun 

when were going up-or-down in the lift with a bunch of those chaps, talking about UFOs1" 

 

Creighton learned that the Deputy Directorate of Intelligence (Technical) employed full-time 

researchers into the UFO subject t -- a fact consistently denied by the Ministry of Defense (MoD) -- and 

that there was close liaison with the Americans.  "What I thought was fascinating," he told me in 1984, 

"was that in those early days, I met quite a number of U.S. Air Force Intelligence people and CIA, who 

of course were deeply interested -- always pretended that they weren't -- and we had long discussions 

about it." 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 
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Chapter 3 - A Matter of National Security 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

In 1964, the Air Ministry, Admiralty, and War Office were unified into the new Ministry of Defense, 

largely at the instigation of Lord Mountbatten who was Chief of the Defense Staff at the time.  The Air 

Ministry became the Air Force Department, within which was a secretariat called S4 (Air) that had -- 

among other jobs -- the task of handling complaints from the public about alleged low-flying 

infringements as well as dealing with reports of UFO sightings by members of the public.  Another 

department within the Central Staffs -- Defense Secretariat 8 (DS8) -- handled tasks at this time. 

 

The newly-formed DS8 took over the responsibilities of Secretariat 6.  "The significant change was 

that instead of belonging to the Air Force Department, it now belonged to the Secretary of State," the 

former head of DS8 -- Ralph Noyes -- explained to me: 
 

It gave it a certain authority, and was one of Denis Healey's means of trying to get all 

information about all 3 services collated at the Central Staffs.  The old S6 and the old S4 

had had the same uneasy division between them about these reports from the public that 

the new DS8 and the new S4 (Air) had.  And that persisted.  It was very frustrating to me 

and the head of that other division.  We would sometimes say to each other in the 

corridor:  "We've got something here.  Is it yours?  Is it mine?"  And if it looked very 

clearly like a low-flying complaint -- something that suddenly frightened a lot of sheep in 

a valley in Wales and was pretty clearly a Lightning Intercept jet or something -- then it 

was for S4 to deal with.  I used to sigh with relief and let S4 get on with it and find out 

from the unit if a Lightning had been outside the designated low-flying area. 

 

But often, enough stuff came to DS8 because S4 -- very often having received it at 

the main point-of-entry -- said "Nothing to do with us.  This isn't 'low-flying'.  This 

wasn't any exercise.  There's nothing here that we've got any responsibility to the public 

for.  Over to you."  So DS8 tended to get a lot of reports.  Quite often through S4, 

sometimes directly from the public. 

 

The prime task of dealing with UFO reports and replying to the public, however, lay with S4 at that 

time as Ralph Noyes has confirmed.  "Does this mean," I asked him, "that you didn't  necessarily see the 

best material?"  "It certainly does," replied Noyes.  "If by 'best material' you mean close encounters on 

the ground -- I wouldn't." 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

Chapter 5 -- Per Ardua Ad Astra 1981 Onward 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

The British intelligence community consists primarily of the Secret Intelligence Service (SIS or 

MI6), the Security Service (MI5), the MoD Defense Intelligence Staff (DIS), and Government 

Communications Headquarters (OCHQ) which works hand-in-glove with America's National Security 

Agency (NSA).  The 3 separate service intelligence branches (Army, Navy, and Air Force) were 

replaced in 1964 by the Directorate of Service Intelligence, although each service maintains 

responsibility for its own intelligence gathering and security.  The Defense Intelligence Staff -- headed 

by the Director-General of Intelligence -- has 90 departments divided into 4 main branches: (1) Service 
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Intelligence; (2) Management and Support of Intelligence; (3) Scientific and Technical Intelligence; and 

(4) Economic Intelligence.
32

 

 

Widely regarded in Whitehall as the main body for collating and analyzing intelligence reports from 

all over the World, the Joint Intelligence Organisation -- which briefs the Joint Intelligence Committee 

(JIC) -- receives intelligence from friendly foreign intelligence services as well as British agents.  The 

JIC is served by Current Intelligence Groups (CIGS) for daily analysis and an Assessments Staff for 

long-term intelligence estimates.  JIC members include the Chief of SIS (MI6); the Director-General of 

MI5; the Director of GCHQ; the Deputy Chief of the Defense Intelligence Staff; and the Coordinator of 

Intelligence and Security, who reports on the JIC's assessments to the Cabinet's most secret intelligence 

committee -- the Overseas and Defense Committee, chaired by the Prime Minister.
33

 

 

A former Director and Deputy Chief of the SIS has informed me that MI6 -- Britain's equivalent of 

the U.S. CIA, with whom it liaises closely -- did not have any interest in the UFO subject while he was 

in office.  "It simply wasn't what we call a 'target of opportunity'," he explained, and suggested that 

"perhaps we leave it to the Americans."  That MI6 is not involved with UFO matters has been 

corroborated for me by other intelligence experts including Donald McCormick and Nigel West.  I can 

find no evidence -- thus far -- for the involvement of MI5 or GCHQ, although it is difficult to disregard 

the probability that GCHQ has been involved in view of its inseparable link with America's NSA -- an 

agency that has been keenly interested in UFOs since its inception in 1952 as we shall see later. 

 

GCHQ -- based in 2 locations in Cheltenham but with worldwide listening posts -- has 4 direcorates:  

(1) Organisation and Establishment; (2) SIGINT (Signals Intelligence) Plands; an 2 operational 

directorates, the largest being (3) SIGINT Operations and Requirements (processing and analysis) and 

(4) Communications Security (COMSEC).
34

  Like the NSA, GCHQ specializes in intercepting and 

decoding communications on a worldwide basis -- notably diplomatic traffic, military communications, 

radar intelligence (RADINT), and broadcasts.  Commercial Telex as well as civilian telephone calls do 

not escape attention, either.  According to James Rusbridger (ex-MI6), the Foreign Office -- through the 

joint GHCQ/NSA agreement -- intercepts and monitors every telephone call entering-or-leaving Britain.  

These are automatically monitored, he claims, "because the computers that operate this system are 

programmed to search every international circuit for particularly sensitive names and numbers."
35

 

 

Per Ardua Ad Astra 

 

Rumors of secret Ministry of Defense research into UFOs have occasionally surfaced over the years.  

But nothing of substance has emerged since 1957 when it was reliably reported that top-secret studies 

were being conducted the Air Ministry in Northumberland Avenue, London (where the Defense 

Intelligence Staff still carry out intelligence evaluation).  This was corroborated by Gordon Creighton -- 

a former intelligence officer who served with the Joit Intelligence Bureau among others -- who told me 

that RAF intelligence offices regularly liaised with their American counterparts as well as the CIA on 

the UFO problem. 

 

In 1985, I learned that a Birmingham witness -- who had telephoned the MoD in Whitehall one night 

to report a UFO incident -- was referred to another telephone number.  The witness -- George Dyer -- 

told me that he had phoned the MoD at about 8 pm in the summer of 1984 and was advised to phone 

another number "in the West Country" (which he has since forgotten).  "Well, I won't ring tonight.  

There won't be anybody there," Mr. Dyer told the MoD.  "On the contrary," came the response, "it's 

manned all the time."
36
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I contacted the MoD and asked about this number.  "The only 24-hour number is the number her [in 

Whitehall]," I was told, "although often people will report sightings to RAF stations or the police. … I'm 

not aware of any official research center."
37

  So George Dyer was misinformed. 

 

Or was he?  Shortly afterward, I learned from 2 completely independent sources that top-secret 

research into UFOs was carried out by the RAF at a certain establishment in Wiltshire.  The name of that 

establishment is RAF Rudloe Manor.  Situated exactly 100 miles from London in pastoral Wiltshire, 

Rudloe Manner is officially listed as a headquarters of RAF Support Command (the main headquarters 

is at RAF Brampton, Cambridgeshire) as well as the headquarters of the Provost and Security Services 

(UK), located in separate facilities.  The Provost and Szcurity Services is the branch of the RAF that 

investigates breaches of security in addition to regular policing duties.  A less-known function of Rudloe 

Manor is the Defense Communication Network (Defense Concepts Staff).
38

 

 

Perhaps the most relevant function of Rudloe Manor in the UFO context is the Flying Complaints 

Flight, formerly based in Whitehall as part of the old S4 unit but now housed at the Provost and Security 

Service Headquarters.  As ex-MoD official Ralph Noyes has confirmed, S4 handled complaints about 

low-flying infringements as well as dealing with reports of UFO sightings by members of the public.  I 

have therefore deduced that the Flying Complaints Flight is used as a 'cover' for the "lodger unit" 

wherein secret research into UFOs is conducted.  The distinction between low-flying complaints and 

UFO reports appears to be academic. 

 

The UFO research center comprises no more than 30 personnel, I am told, and is manned 

permanently.  One of my informants told me that Rudloe Manor also serves (or did serve) as a tracking 

station for UFOs.  In about 1971, for instance, a radar expert employed there tracked an unknown aerial 

object for 2 days, and there was general agreement that nothing on Earth could account for the fantastic 

maneuverability of the object. 

 

Finding further evidence for Rudloe Manor's secret research has been frustrating.  Even risky.  In 

Pril 1985, I was questioned by vigilant MoD police while walking around the perimeter of the base.  

Evidently unsatisfied with my less-than-truthful answers -- to say nothing of the spurious identity I 

showed -- the 2 policemen came to the Rudloe Park Hotel (where I was staying) several hours later 

while I was in the middle of a meal.  Afterward I accompanied the officers for further questioning at 

Copenacre -- one of the Royal Navy's 2 facilities in the area.  Since by this time it was clear that I was in 

deep trouble, I felt bound to give the true reasons for my visit during the half-hour interrogation that 

ensued.  It was obvious that the MoD personnel were far from convinced about my quest for evidence of 

UFO research, however, and quite reasonably suspected me of being a member of the Campaign for 

Nuclear Disarmament (which I am not) or worse. 

 

I was brought back to the hotel and -- after spiritual consolation at the bar -- retired to my room.  At 

around Midnight, there came a knock on the door.  This time it was the civil police.  Following further 

questioning and a thorough search of my belongings, I was driven to Chippenham policae station where 

-- after a most enjoyable discussion about flying saucers with the bemused officers -- I was interrogated 

by a detective constable who had come from Swindon.  Computer checks having established that I had 

no police record and having been assured that I had not actually committed an offense of any kind, I was 

let off with a friendly warning to exercise greater precaution when walking around military bases in 

future.  I volunteered the films from my cameras.  These were developed, printed, and returned free-of-

charge to my door by the police some months later.  Nothing of any sensitivity had been found.  By the 

time I arrived back at the hotel, it was 3:30 am.  It was a salutary experience. 

 

Ralph Noyes was totally skeptical when I first told him about Rudloe Manor and its alleged 

clandestine research into UFOs.  It was the first time such a rumor had surfaced as far as he was 
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concerned.  Not once while he was head of DS8 in Whitehall had he heard the place mentioned in 

connection with UFOs.  But supposing the lodger unit was only installed in 1972 -- the year that Ralph 

left the MoD?  Or had he simply been kept in the dark?  My informants had made it clear that very few 

people were "in the know" after all.  We decided to try and find out more. 

 

Late one night in May 1985, in my presence Ralph telephoned Rudloe Manor, giving his name and a 

few details of his background in the MoD to the duty officer.  He then explained that he had a 

perplexing UFO sighting to report that had occurred earlier that night in Hertfordshire (in fact, it had 

occurred weeks earlier in London).  But that before proceeding, he needed to be absolutely certain that 

he was phoning the right place.  "Surely I should be phoning Whitehall?" he asked.  "No, sir," replied 

the duty officer, "you've reached the right place."  When Ralph had finished relating his sighting and 

put down the phone, his astonishment was palpable.  Maybe UFO reports were studied at Rudloe Manor 

after all, he wondered. 

 

Lord Hill-Norton was equally baffled.  Certainly no one had ever told him anything about secret 

research into UFOs at Rudloe Manor when was Chief of the Defense Staff.  He questioned Lord 

Trefgarne, Minister of State for Defense, on the matter.  But he was informed that the Flying Complaints 

Flight dealt only with public complaints about low-flying and had nothing whatsoever to do with the 

study of unidentified aerial events, which AS2 alone were responsible for handling at Whitehall.  The 

MoD has consistently denied that any other unit is involved in UFO investigations, although in late 1986 

they admitted to me that DI55 (presumably a department of the Defense Intelligence Staff) cooperated 

with AS2.  Details of DI55's functions are not available at the time of this writing.
39

 

 

Ralph Noyes has pointed out to me that IF there is a secret lodger unit monitoring UFO reports at 

Rudloe Manor (or any other establishment), the personnel and equipment used would need to be 

virtually indistinguishable from those used at the parent establishment; would be parented for 

"housekeeping" by the larger establishment in order to assist in burying its costs; operationally 

controlled by its own local director who would report to some higher authority; and commanded by this 

separate authority, which would be firmly screened from having to give any account of itself either to 

the parenting establishment or to its command channels.  [StealthSkater note: does this sound like 

"Majestic-12" in the U.S.?]  Although there are precedents for making this type of arrangement (the 

research into radar in the later 1930s being one example), Ralph Noyes points out: 

 

You can't just smuggle a lodger unit with special tasks on to an existing establishment 

without clear instructions being issued down the command channels.  This means a few 

documents (though they can be brief, cryptic, and highly classified), and it also needs 

clear understandings among at least a few senior officers (e.g., at least the Chief of Air 

Staff, the Vice Chief of Air Staff, and the C. in C. Strike Command or … Support 

Command) so that the inevitable administrative problems can be swiftly sorted out with 

minimum risk of breaching security.
40

 

 

That Rudloe Manor is involved in UFO research to some extent seems borne out by the fact that it 

functions as a 24-hour receiving station for reports from members of the public, although this is denied 

by the MoD.  That the Flying Complaints Flight is the receiving point is partly proven -- to my 

satisfaction -- by the fact that Ralph Noyes was advised by the duty officer at Rudloe manor to address a 

letter giving further details of his sighting to the Flying Complaints Flight.  What I am unable to prove is 

that RAF Rudloe manor functions as a 24-hour top-secret UFO monitoring and research station (along 

the lines of Wright-Patterson Air Force Base in Dayton, Ohio) as revealed by my informants.  The most 

that Lord Hill has been able to uncover so far about the matter is that reports received by Whitehall are 

referred elsewhere. 
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The Manual of Air Traffic Services gives precise instructions to air traffic controllers in the United 

Kingdom for the reporting of UFOs (see the Appendix, p. 458) and states: "The details are to be 

telephoned immediately to AIS [Air Information Service] (Military), LATCC  [London Air Traffic 

Control Center].  The completed form is to be sent by the originating air traffic service unit to the 

Ministry of Defense" at Whitehall.
41

 

 

The AIS unit is based at RAF West Drayton, which receives the input of all military and civil radar 

together with all military and civil flight plans (with a few exceptions) so that a continuous and complete 

picture of all activity in British airspace is maintained.  It is also to Wst Drayton that all activity in 

British airspace is maintained.  Whether some-or-all of these reports are then routed to Rudloe Manor, I 

do not know. 

 

A unit that would serve as a useful receiving point for photographs and films of UFOs taken by the 

military would be the Joint Air Reconnaissance Intelligence Center (JARIC) at Huntingdon.  It is a 

combined services unit which receives undeveloped film from military sources -- the RAF in particular.  

There is no evidence for this.  But it is worth mentioning that in the United States, pilots who take gun 

camera films of UFOs have reported that the undeveloped films are usually spirited away to a base such 

as Wright-Patterson AFB.  It is reasonable to assume that similar arrangements exist in Britain and that 

there is close collaboration with the U.S. Air Force, DIA, Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), and 

National Security Agency (NSA) -- all of which have a long history of involvement in UFO research.  

Unless possibly the Americans have not taken Britain into their confidence.  My sources inform me 

otherwise, however, although how Lord Hill-Norton -- as former Chief of the Defense Staff -- remains 

unaware of this collaboration continues to puzzle both of us. 

 

Dr. Robert Creegan -- Professor of Philosophy at the State University of New York -- has made a 

number of research trips to Britain and has discussed the question of an official cover-up with various 

involved parties on an informal basis.  "I did get the impression", he told me, "that 'pressure' applied by 

officials in the United States was a cause (or one of the causes) for a British policy of giving so little 

information vis-à-vis the UFO problem."
42

  Dr. Creegan has also stated:  "It was made evident to me that 

the British at that time [1970s] desired to please the U.S. establishment.  And it was strongly hinted that 

U.S. officials seemed rather excitable about UFO problems and were making frantic efforts to 

suppress public interest … it was indicated that a panicky U.S. attitude was the reason for British 

silence … the Ministry had to appease the American military-industrial complex and so could not assist 

one in a search for truth."  [StealthSkater note: recall Eisenhower's warning about the Military-

Industrial Complex]  He concluded: 

 

UFOs alarm the establishment because -- whatever theory is correct -- a major loss of 

control is apprehended, associated with reports of objects which affect mechanisms of 

control and which deeply puzzle and confuse both the public and many of its would-be 

leaders.  From London to Palo Alto, I have registered many signs appearing to indicate 

that the present is, indeed, the dawn of an age of panic.  Free and universal access to even 

more puzzling truths is one thing needed if people are ever again to live undismayed.
43

 

 

 

Chapter 10 -- U.S.S.R. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

The KGB -- or Komitet Gosudarstvenoi Bezopastnosti (Committee for State Security) -- is 

undoubtedly the World's largest secret service whose estimated personnel is said to number a staggering 

1,750,ooo in the Soviet alone, and 400,000 abroad (including members of USSR satellite countries' 
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secret services).
51

  By 1959, the KGB had a fully fledged disinformation department known as 

'Department D' (for Dezinformatsiva) of the First Chief Directorate, which under the late Yuri Andropov 

was renamed 'Department A'.  "Disinformation" entails the fabrication and dissemination of forged 

documents, tapes, letters, manuscripts, and photographs as well as the propagation of misleading or 

malicious rumors and intelligence.52  The CIA estimates that the Russians spend about $4 billion a year 

on disinformation -- a sobering thought indeed. 

 

If the Soviets are seeking to spread false UFO stories as a means of covering up their space launches 

and strategic defense initiative ("Star Wars") tests, they may be fooling their own people but they are 

unlikely to fool Western intelligence.  America's National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), for example, 

has sophisticated methods for detecting and tracking any Soviet rocket launch or SDI tests, mostly via 

satellite. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

UFO enthusiasts in the Soviet Union -- seemingly undeterred by periodic rebuttals from the official 

press -- continue to give lectures and to circulate underground samizdat bulletins on sightings and -- as 

we have seen -- even the official press occasionally carries positive statements on the subject.  The fact 

that opposing viewpoints are published may be seen as a healthy development in a country where the 

media is Sate-controlled. 

 

Yet the authorities continue to intercept letters from foreign enthusiasts, as well as to confiscate 

books and magazines or remove offending pages from them.  The well-known Russian ufologist Valeri 

Sanarov of Novosibirsk, for example, commented on this state of affairs to the French researcher Jean-

Francois Boadec:  "I must say that a great deal of UFO publications are confiscated here by the postal 

authorities as prohibited items."
61

  Later he was more specific:  "Please find here enclosed the reply of 

our postal authorities stating that your parcel has been confiscated as [a] prohibited item. … You can see 

from the postal regulations that the item mentioned (Article 36 - 4'f') specifies that prohibited items are 

those causing political or economic prejudice to the USSR.  It follows that your book is capable of such 

prejudice … as many other books."
62

 

 

There is nothing remarkable about this, however.  Letters, articles, magazines, and books on any 

subject deemed of political or economic prejudice to the USSR are frequently intercepted or confiscated.  

I well remember an occasion when I had just arrived at Leningrad by boat in 1969 and had to wait for 10 

minutes while the customs authorities combed through my copies of Time and Newsweek magazines, 

searching for "anti-Soviet propaganda".  Apparently nothing could be found and the copies were 

grudgingly returned to me with a warning not to leave them in the USSR.  Perhaps it was no coincidence 

that a few days later, a (presumed) KGB agent took a photograph of me as I was in line to change money 

at a bank, afterward disappearing rapidly up som e stairs. 

 

During my 2 visits to the Soviet Union, I have detected an undercurrent of enthusiasm for UFOs.  

Although the subject was taboo at the time and I was advised against meeting other researchers, a young 

party official told me that sightings in the USSR were widespread and that the subject was followed with 

a great deal of interest.  And at the Moscow Space Museum in 1971 -- during a concert tour with the 

London Symphony Orchestra -- I saw a number of futuristic paintings depicting flying saucers with one 

showing humanoid occupants.  Fantasy?  Or signposts to the future? 

 

The latest official announcements in the Soviet Union lend credence to the possibility that the late 

Dr. Hynek's fear may be realized -- that the Russians will be the first to break the worldwide cover-up on 

UFOs.  This is indeed an intriguing possibility.  And the political and social consequences will _- I am 
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certain -- have been careful consideration by CIA analysts.  I am equally certain that the Kremlin will 

have considered what political advantages are to be gained by making such an announcement. 

 

In 1920, a fascinating conversation took place between Lenin and H.G. Wells, which the latter 

related as follows: 

 

I said to Lennin that the development of human technology might someday change 

the world situation. The Marxist conception itself would then become meaningless.  

Lenin looked at me and said: 

 

"You are right.  I understood this myself when I read your novel The Time Machine.  

All human conceptions are on a scale of our planet.  They are based on the pretension that 

the technical potential -- although it will develop -- will never exceed the 'terrestrial 

limit'.  If we succeed in establishing interplanetary communication, all our philosophical, 

moral, and social views will have to be revised.  In this case, the technical potential -- 

become limitless -- would impose the end of the role of violence as a means and 

method of progress."
63

 

 

There is no denying the possibility that once it is established beyond doubt that extraterrestrials are 

visiting our planet, the social, philosophical, scientific, and economic repercussions would have a 

profound effect on us all irrespective of nationality.  And should the visitors pose any king of threat to 

humanity, the likelihood is that this will lead to an unprecedented degree of unity among nations. 

 

During the Geneva summit conference in November 1985, President Ronald Reagan made just this 

point to Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev when he told him: "how much easier his task and mine might 

be in these meetings that we held if suddenly there was a threat to this world from another species from 

another planet outside in the Universe.  We'd forget all the little local differences that we have between 

our countries.  And we would find out that once and for all that we really are all human beings here on 

this Earth together."
64

 

 

 

Chapter 14 - The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) 

 

The Central Intelligence Agency is America's equivalent of the British Secret Intelligence Service 

(SIS or MI6) and was formed -- with Britain's help -- out of the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) and 

the Central Intelligence Group in 1947.  The CIA officially employs a staff of about 16,000.  But this 

figure does not take into account its foreign agents or the thousands of contracted personnel.  Neither 

does it include subsidiary staff from other branches of the U.S. government.  It has an estimated annual 

budget of $1 billion [1986]. 

 

The CIA is divided into 4 Directorates with each one containing many different offices and services.  

The Directorate of Operations oversees foreign intelligence (espionage) as well as counter-intelligence 

and includes the Covert Action Staff (disinformation and propaganda).  The Directorate of Science and 

Technology monitors scientific and technical developments in foreign countries and includes the Office 

of SIGINT (Signals Intelligence) operations, the Foreign Broadcast Information Service, and the 

National Photographic Interpretation Center.  The Directorate of Intelligence is largely responsible for 

the Soviet Union, Europe, Near East and South Asia, Africa, and Latin America.  It also includes the 

Office of Scientific and Weapons Research, the Office of Imagery Analysis, and the Office of Global 

Issues.  The Directorate of Administration is responsible for personnel, training, finance, medical 

services, security, logistics, and communicatons.
1
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Above these 4 Directorates is the National Intelligence Council (formerly the Intelligence Resources 

Advisory Committee) which coordinates the various methods of intelligence-gathering according to the 

priorities assigned to the requests that are presented to it.  At the same level of authority are the national 

intelligence officers who prepare the national intelligence estimates which go to the National Security 

Council (NSC) and sometimes to the President.
2
 

 

According to Todd Zechel -- a former employee of the National Security Agency (NSA) -- all 4 

directorates of the CIA have been engaged in collecting, analyzing, and suppressing UFO data since 

1948.  Zechel claims that the National Photographic Interpretation Center -- established within the 

Directorate of Science and Technology in 1953 -- has been analyzing all UFO photographic data and the 

Office of Scientific Intelligence (as it was then called) has been analyzing worldwide UFO data since its 

inception including non-photographic cases, physical evidence, and secondary analysis of photographic 

cases. 

 

Zechel further claims that domestic reports were collected by the CIA from the Air Force -- via the 

Pentagon's Office of Current Intelligence -- and from other intelligence agencies such as the NSA and 

DIA via links with their communications networks.  Domestic reports have been collected from the 

CIA's Domestic Operations Division (Domestic Collection Division) offices in cities throughout the 

United States, Zechel maintains.  Foreign reports were collected by the National Foreign Assessment 

Center via the Foreign Broadcast Information Center, the Office of Current Intelligence, and the Office 

of Operations as these departments were called until the 1970s. 

 

Zechel also makes the disturbing claim that agents of the CIA's Directorate of Operations have 

interrogated UFO witnesses, and that agents of the Domestic Operations Division have been involved in 

harassing, intimidation, and even silencing witnesses.
3
  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

Why No Leaks? 

 

One of skeptic Philip Klass' main objections to the cover-up hypothesis is that there have been no 

leaks of information from intelligence sources regarding the subject of UFOs, and that it is next-to-

impossible to keep anything secret for long in Washington.  Aside from the fact that there have been a 

number of positive statements made by ex-intelligence chiefs, there have also been occasional leaks by 

those claiming association with or employment by intelligence agencies, which I have referred to in this 

and other chapters. 

 

Tod Zechel believes that former intelligence personnel such as Victor Marchetti, John Marks, and 

Philip Agee -- who leaked a great deal of information on practically everything about the CIA except the 

involvement in UFO research -- never had access to UFO data.  "Perhaps the dissemination was so 

restricted that they were not privy to it," he says.  "Those who could inform us about UFOS are not 

talking -- at least, not publicly.  This is perhaps due -- besides all the other considerations -- to the fact 

that most of the World's population may not be psychologically prepared to deal with the implications of 

extraterrestrial life; and these men theorize that now is not the time for such an announcement."
42

 

 

In a letter published in 1985, Zechel argues persuasively that secrets can be kept by citing an 

instance during his service with the Army Security Agency when a Soviet rocket and space capsule were 

recovered partially intact. 
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All told, several hundred persons were involved in the operation.  Most were 

intelligence personnel with very high security clearances.  Over a period of time, one 

supposes, as many as 1,000 persons have had access to the secret. 

 

Yet to this day, not one word about the operation has leaked out anywhere except for 

what is revealed here.  Obviously, the event did not have the same transcendental impact 

as the recovery of a crashed flying saucer.  But it does provide a model of a similar big 

secret that was kept.  And it does demonstrate that properly motivated and cleared 

personnel can keep a lid on something of sensational value.
53

 

 

An ex-CIA Official Gives Reasons for the Cover-Up 

 

In 1979, Victor Marchetti -- former Executive Assistant to the Deputy Director and Special Assistant 

to the Executive Director of the CIA -- stated that during his time in the Agency, UFOs were not 

normally discussed because the subject came under the area of "very sensitive activities".  Marchetti 

said that although he had heard rumors from "high levels" in the Agency of "little gray men" whose craft 

had crashed being kept by the Air Force at the Foreign Technology Division, Wright-P{atterson AFB 

[StealthSkater note: as per Col. Corso's claims], he had not seen any conclusive evidence for the 

reality of UFOs.  But he concedes that the CIA's attempts to debunk the phenomenon have all the classic 

hallmarks of a cover-up. 

 

Marchetti believes that the released CIA/UFO information tells us perhaps more than the 

government thinks.  From the very beginning in 1947, the CIA has closely monitored UFO reports on a 

worldwide basis.  Although most of the FOIA documents indicate only a routine interest in the problem 

-- which was handled largely by the Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Foreign Documents 

Division, and the Domestic Contact Service -- all innocuous, non-clandestine units -- they also disclose, 

by inference, a standing requirement of the Directorate of Science and Technology for gathering UFO 

data.  This, in turn, indicates other collection units, says Marchetti, such as the Clandestine Services -- 

the CIA's directorate which was given the task of providing information from all over the World on the 

UFO phenomenon.  "However, he adds, "few such reports were released.  And that implies a cover-up!"  

His theory is that: 

 

We have, indeed, been contacted -- perhaps even visited -- by extraterrestrial beings.  

And the U.S. government -- in collusion with the other national powers of the Earth -- is 

determined to keep this information from the general public.  The purpose of the 

international conspiracy is to maintain a workable stability among the nations of the 

world and for them -- in turn -- to retain institutional control over their respective 

populations. 

 

Thus, for these governments to admit that there are beings from outer space … with 

mentalities and technological capabilities obviously far superior to ours, could -- once 

fully perceived by the average person -- erode the foundations of the Earth's traditional 

power structure.  Political and legal systems, religions, economic and social institutions 

could all soon become meaningless in the mind of the public.  The national oligarchical 

establishment -- even civilization as we know it -- could collapse into anarchy.  Such 

extreme conclusions are not necessarily valid, but they probably accurately reflect the 

fears of the "ruling classes" of the major nations whose leaders (particular those in the 

intelligence business) have always advocated excessive governmental secrecy as being 

necessary to preserve "national security".
54
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Chapter 13 -- The Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) 

 

When a Korean Airlines Boeing 747 was shot down after wandering inadvertently into Russian 

airspace in 1993 -- resulting in the deaths of 269 people -- the agency responsible for monitoring and 

recording radio communications between the Soviet Air Force pilot and his headquarters -- thus proving 

that orders to shoot down the airliner had in fact been given -- was America's highly-secret Defense 

Intelligence Agency.  Established in 1961 by Robert McNamara -- President Kennedy's Defense 

Secretary at the time -- the DIA's mandate was to coordinate all U.S. military intelligence services (i.e., 

those of the Air Force, Army, and Navy).  This upset not only these individual services but also the CIA, 

who perceived the DIA as a serious rival since the strength of the military services' intelligence branches 

combined exceed that of the CIA.
1
 

 

"There is, of course, always the possibility," remarked former CIA Director Allen Dulles in 1963, 

"that two such powerful and well-financed agencies as the CIA and DIA will become rivals and 

competitors."
2
  He was right.  By 1964, the DIA's control over military intelligence had increased to 

such an extent that the services were reduced to providing technical intelligence on enemy weapons, 

running the attaché system, and collecting -- but not analyzing -- raw intelligence data.
3
 

 

The DIA works for the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Director of Central 

Intelligence.  It is staffed by both military officers and civilians.
4
  Its employees are said to number 

7,000
3
 and its budget in the 1970s was estimated at $100 million per annum. In addition to processing 

and analyzing intelligence gathered from military sources -- which is then turned into finished 

intelligence reports that are circulated within the Pentagon and the intelligence community -- the DIA 

prepares daily and weekly intelligence digests as well as its own estimates of enemy capabilities.
6
 

 

In 1980 I spoke with Peter Gersten, the New York lawyer representing Citizens Against UFO 

Secrecy (CAUS).  He told me that in 1979, the DIA had submitted a motion to the U.S. Attorney 

indicating that they had searched their complete record systems and had no documents on UFOs other 

than 3 that they had found and released.  One involved a Peruvian incident I June 1980 while another 

related to some sightings in the Soviet Union that they were in the process of translating.  The DIA had 

released the other document in 1977 to Charles Huffer, a teacher at the Berlin American High School in 

Germany.  It deals with the now well-known case of UFOs sighted by an Imperial Iranian Air Force 

pilot in September 1976 (see pages 318-321).
7
 

 

In view of the DIA's denials that they had any further material on UFOs, it is interesting that in 

Decembe,1985 the Agency released a total of 37 UFO-related documents -- amounting to 139 pages -- 

to researcher Ray Boeche, who generously forwarded copies to me.  In their covering letter to Boeche, 

the DIA explained that "it has been determined that there are 53 documents responsive to your 

[Freedom-of-Information (FOIA)] request.  Of these 33 documents, portions of 15 are properly 

classified and are not releasable." 

 

Some of the released documents -- stamped "Best Copy Available" -- are barely legible.  The earliest 

dates back to 1957, which is curious since the DIA was founded in 1961.  Most probably the earlier 

reports were later forwarded to the DIA by the relevant service intelligence agencies.  Illegibility on 

some of the documents is due either to the fact that the DIA considered them so insignificant that they 

were not preserving in legible form, or that they may have been made deliberately illegible.  It is evident 

from some of the documents that the primary concern of the DIA (or submitting agencies) was sightings 

relevant to Soviet activity. 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 
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Chapter 17 -- The National Security Agency (NSA) 

 

Founded in 1952 under President Truman, America's vast National Security Agency (NSA) has 

grown in the World's largest eavesdropping empire with an estimated annual budget in 1985 of $2 

billion.  Based in 1,000 acres at Fort George Meade, Maryland, the NSA has its own college (18,000 

students at the last count), its own power station, television station and studio, and a total of 50,000 

personnel.  It is divided into 10 main departments including 4 operational divisions, 5 staff and support 

sections, and one training unit whose basic functions are:  Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), Electronics 

Intelligence (ELINT), Radar Intelligence (RADINT), Communications Security (COMSEC), and 

Human Intelligence (HUMINT). 

 

In 1982, a sensational book by James Bamford -- The Puzzle Palace -- revealed a wealth of hitherto 

secret information about the NSA -- an agency so secret that it was sometimes referred to as "No Such 

Agency".
1 

  There is not one single reference to the subject of UFOs, however.  Until recently, few 

outside the intelligence community had the slightest hint of NSA involvement with UFOs.  When Robert 

Todd wrote to the NSA in 1976 requesting information on its role in UFO research, he received a blunt 

reply:  "… please be advised that NSA does not have any interest in UFOs in any manner."
2
 

 

Thanks to Citizens Against UFO Secrecy (CAUS), 18 documents on UFOs originating with the NSA 

were admitted during litigation against the CIA.  Lawyer Peter Gersten filed a Freedom-of-Information 

Act request for their release.  But he was informed that the documents were exempt from disclosure 

under 5 US Code, Section 552 (B) (1) in the interests of national security.  After another unsuccessful 

attempt under the FOIA to obtain the documents, Gersten eventually succeeded in securing the release 

of 2 documents in January 1980.  The NSA admitted that other documents on UFOs were being 

withheld in addition to the original 18, and that a further 79 documents were being referred to other 

originating agencies for review.
3
  Later that year, NSA representative Eugene Yeates admitted in a court 

hearing that the NSA had found a total of 239 documents on UFOs that were relevant to the FOIA 

request. 

 

Following another refusal to release more documents, Peter Gersten filed suit against the NSA on 

behalf of CAUS in the District Court, Washington DC, in the spring of 11980 to obtain the 135 

documents then admitted to being withheld by the agency.  Judge Gesell studied a 21-page NSA 

affidavit "in camera" and ruled that the agency was fully justified in withholding the documents in their 

entirety: 

 

The bulk of the material withheld consists of communications intelligence reports, 

which defendant asserts are protected by Exemptions 1 and 3 of the Freedom of 

Information Act. … The Court first carefully reviewed the public affidavit of National 

Security Agency official Eugene Yeates and then -- after receiving plaintiff's opposition -

- examined personally a top-secret affidavit from Yeates, submitted by defendant in 

camera.  …  On the basis of these affidavits, the Court finds that the claimed exemptions 

have been properly and conscientiously applied. 

 

The communications intelligence reports clearly relate to the most sensitive activities 

of the defendant. 

 

Throughout the Court's review of this material, the Court has been aware of the public 

interest in the issue of UFOs and the need to balance that interest against the agency's 

need for secrecy.  The in camera affidavit presents factual considerations which aided the 

Court in determining that the public interest in disclosure is far outweighed by the 
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sensitive nature of the materials and the obvious effect on national security their 

release may well entail. … The case is dismissed.
4
 

 

The in-camera affidavit (see the Appendix, pp. 535-39) was itself classified at a level above top-

secret -- "Top Secret Umbra", the highest classification for SIGINT documents at the time.  "Top 

Secret" refers to intelligence material which if revealed is considered gravely damaging to the interests 

of the state.  The additional stamp (such as ROYAL, COSMIC, or -- in the case of MJ-12 -- MAJIC) 

restricts access still further to those with a "ticket" to the "compartment" -- a 'need-to-know' about that 

particular intelligence matter.  It may therefore be safely inferred that the subject matter of the NSA 

affidavit in UFO research is of the utmost intelligence sensitivity.  While not denying its involvement in 

UFO research, the NSA states that the main reason for nondisclosure is that the documents would reveal 

the means whereby it obtained the COMINT an SIGINT information in the first place.  According to its 

affidavit (which the NSA sent me in 1981 in censored form): 

 

In processing the plaintiff's FOIA request, a total of 239 documents were located in 

NSA files.  79 of these documents originated with other government agencies and have 

been referred by NSA to those agencies for their direct response to the plaintiff. … One 

document … is an account by a person assigned to NSA of his attendance at a UFO 

symposium and it cannot fairly be said to be a record of the kind sought by the plaintiff.  

2 additional non-COMINT records have been released … with the exempted material 

deleted. … 

 

The remaining 156 records being withheld are communications intelligence 

(COMINT) reports which were produced between 1958 and 1979.  For purposes of my 

discussion here, these records are organized into 3 groups based upon the source of the 

report. 

 

The following 13 pages of the affidavit are almost totally blacked out.  The only information we are 

given by the NSA's Chief of Policy -- Eugene Yeates -- is as follows: 

 

As I have stated in my open affidavit, when alerted to the extent of NSA's capability, 

and if given information from which inferences could be drawn as to the processing 

methods used, foreign intelligence services would be able to evade or defeat portions of 

NSA's present foreign intelligence efforts. … The disclosure of other records at issue 

here would result in the loss of intelligence information. …  The value of the intelligence 

data collected from these sources is obvious. 

 

In the final 2 pages of the affidavit, we are told that: 

 

… the 156 [deleted] reports relating to COMINT activities at issue here are based 

upon intercepted communications of foreign governments or SIGINT operations and thus 

remain properly classified.  In conducting this review, I have weighed the significant 

need for openness in government against the likelihood of damage to our national 

security at this time and have determined that each record should continue to be 

classified.  No meaningful portion can be segregated from the records without revealing 

classified information about the intercepted communications underlying the COMINT 

reports.
5
 

 

Of 502 lines in the affidavit, 412 are totally-or-partially deleted.  While I am all in favor of the NSA 

protecting its intelligence-acquiring capability, I find it difficult to accept that the deleted portions relate 
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exclusively to these matters.  And why did the NSA not provide any of the documents for the judge to 

examine as is customary in a dispute on whether material is properly classified? 

 

An appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals in October, 1981 led nowhere.  As William Moore 

comments: 

 

In a brief decision issued barely a week after the oral arguments were presented 

(normal time for such decisions is about 2 months), the panel … upheld the lower court's 

position virtually without comment.  All 3 judges -- along with U.S. defense attorney 

Cheryl M. Long (but not plaintiff attorney Gersten) -- had been granted special security 

clearances to enable them to view the same NSA classified affidavit which had been 

presented to Judge Gessel a year earlier.
5
 

 

Peter Gersten filed a petition in 1982 to have the U.S. Supreme Court hear the case of CAUS v. 

NSA.  The 84-page petition argued against the NSA's "sweeping classifications of all UFO data".  But in 

March 1982, the Supreme Court upheld the earlier ruling of the District Court [by refusing to hear the 

case]. 

 

The Central Security Service 

 

All my Freedom of Information requests to the NSA have been dealt with by the Central Security 

Servise (CSS) -- the agency's "inner sanctum".  Created in 1972 under President Richard Nixon, the CSS 

is -- according to James Bamford -- the "eyes and ears of America's cryptological establishment.  They 

are the soldiers, sailors, Mariens, and airmen who sit in long rows with earphones, turning dials, 

activating tape recorders, and tapping out messages on 6-ply, multi-colored carbon paper." 

 

"Before NSA can attach a code or read a message," Bamford explains, "it must first be able to 

capture and record the elusive signal.  Such is the job of the Central Security Service -- an invisible 

organization virtually unknown beyond Fort Meade."
7
 

 

I have already drawn attention to the fact that the NSA has been receiving UFO reports from the 

military since 1953.  Why?  Because the NSA needs to gather as much information as possible on a 24-

hour basis for its main client -- the CIA.  The NSA has now improved its eavesdropping capability to the 

extent that it can monitor virtually any communication transmitted from anywhere in the World.  And 

beyond.  Corded and scrambled messages, broadcasts, Telex, satellite transmissions, and even 

commercial and private telephone calls are monitored when deemed necessary. 

 

Thus the NSA -- together with other similar agencies, most particularly Britain's GCHQ (with whom 

it has a very close relationship) -- is in a position to know almost anything of intelligence significance 

that is transmitted electronically.  Through the joint NSA/GCHQ agreement, any telephone call 

entering-or-leaving Britain, for instance, can be monitored because the relevant computers are 

programmed to search every international circuit for particularly sensitive names and numbers.
8
  At 

least, such is its reputed capability.  The NSA knows, for example, when a pilot reports a UFO sighting 

by radio, and stands ready to ensure that a potentially significant story is debunked with the minimum 

delay.  That is, of course, if the media take the story seriously in the first place.  (The CIA has at various 

times owned-or-subsidized dozens of newspapers, news services, and radio stations.  [StealthSkater 

note: maybe they learned from Kremlin] ) 
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Examples of NSA's Involvement 

 

While working with the NSA in 1964, Todd Zechel saw messages transmitted from the Air Force 

Special Security Service (an NSA/USAF subsidiary) to the CIA's Special Security Office -- a CIA cover 

within NSA's communications network.  The transmissions were radar plottings of a UFO flying in an 

erratic manner near the border of a certain country, which had been picked up by a reconnaissance plane 

during a tracking mission. 

 

Zechel assumes that the CIA had issued instructions to the NSA to report on all UFOs that it tracked.  

"The fact that the messages were being routed to the CIA station certainly indicates a prior arrangement 

to do so," he believes.  "I think it would be safe to assume that the CIA --which worked closely with Air 

Force Special Security anyway -- had instructed the unit to keep them informed of any sightings." 

 

Zechel relates that it did not come as a surprise to any of those with whom he worked at the NSA 

that UFOs existed or that the CIA had an interest in them.  "In fact," he says, "most of the personnel that 

I worked with were convinced of the reality of UFOs.  And many had had personal experiences with 

these puzzling craft during the course of their jobs."  He states that although certain personnel in the 

NSA know a great deal about UFO phenomenon and have encountered much in the way of photographic 

and radar intelligence (PHOTINT and RADINT), the NSA is for the most part kept ignorant of the 

analysis.  "NSA has always been in a subordinate role to the CIA," he claims, "and whatever data it did 

gather was passed on to the CIA.  Therefore, the analysis of the data was performed by CIA personnel -- 

specifically, the CIA's Office of Scientific Intelligence, with NSA being kept ignorant of the 

conclusions."
9
 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

 

Chapter 12 -- Collision Course: 1950s Onward 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

Mysterious men dressed in Air Force uniform or bearing imporessive credentials from government 

agencies -- who intimidate witnesses and sometimes confiscate evidence from them -- have now become 

inextricably enmeshed in UFO lore, as I have shown.  In 1967, even the Air Force was obliged to 

acknowledge that such incidents took place, but denied any involvement.  "These men are not connected 

with the Air Force," said Colonel George Freeman, Pentagon spokesman for Project Blue Book. 

 

After highway inspector Rex Heflin took 4 Polaroid photographs of a low-flying UFO near Santa 

Ana, Califronia on August 3, 1965, he was visited at his home by a man claiming to represent "North 

American Air Defense Command G-2" (possibly the USAF Aerospace Intelligence Division) who 

demanded the prints. They were never returned.  Heflin had previously loaned the photos to the El Toro 

Marine Station and had received them back safely.  So he assumed that NORAD (or whoever) would do 

likewise. 

 

Major General M. Magee -- NORAD's Chief of Staff -- later told Representative James B. Utt (R-

California):  "For your information, NORAD does not have the responsibility for the evaluation of 

UFOS and therefore would not knowingly be in the business of collecting UFO pictures for evaluation," 

he claimed.  [StealthSkater note: anybody believe that?!] 

 

Police officers and other witnesses to a UFO sighting at Wanaque, New Jersey in 1966 were 

assembled by a man wearing an Air Force uniform who told them that they hadn't seen anything and 
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should not discuss the matter any further.  "We checked with the local Air Force base," said Colonel 

Freeman, "and discovered that no one connected with the Air Force had visited Wanaque on the date in 

question.  Whoever he was, he wasn't from the Air Force." 

 

In April 1966, a man claiming to represent "a government agency so secret that he couldn't give its 

name" grilled two 12-year-old boys for 2 hours about a disk-shaped object that had pursued them at 

ground level. 

 

"We haven't been able to find out anything about these men," said Colonel Freemen.  "By posing as 

Air Force officers and government agents, they are committing a federal offense."
34

 

 

Perhaps Colonel Freeman was telling the truth and was genuinely unaware of government 

involvement in these incidents.  Owing to compartmentation of intelligence, he may not have had a 

"need to know" about the investigations [despite his normal security clearances], nor would he 

necessarily have known which agency was involved.  And if he did, it would hardly have been in the 

government's best interests to admit as much.  The Air Force Office of Sxpecial Investigations (AFOSI) 

-- with a long history of involvement in clandestine UFO investigations -- might have been responsible 

as could NORAD itself.  There are other factors to be taken into consideration.  The CIA, for example, 

is not above using agents posing as Air Force officers when the occasion demands -- they don't go 

around wearing CIA badges! 

 

There is another agency -- hidden in Air Force Intelligence but run by the CIA -- whose very 

existence was denied by the U.S. government until comparatively recently.  I refer to the most secret 

intelligence in the United States -- The National Reconnaissance Office.  The NRO was established in 

1960.  And although its primary function is the operation of spy satellites, its estimated annual budget of 

$3 billion and staff of 50.000
35

 could easily allow for secret UFO investigations.  There is no evidence 

of this so far, however.  And my Freedom of Information request for documents in 1986 not surprisingly 

drew a blank, although the Air Force did send me "the only record we have responsive to your request" -

- this being the memorandum from Colonel Charles Halt to the British Ministry of Defense relating to 

the landing of a UFO outside RAF/USAF Woodbridge in December 1980 (see Chapter 4). 

 

My pint is that many -- if not all -- of the mysterious agents who intimidate witnesses could well 

originate with the government rather than with -- as some have suggested -- the so-called "Men In 

Black".  But there have been a number of disturbing reports of encounters with the nefarious MIB which 

simply cannot be dismissed -- stories so incredible that witnesses seldom report them for fear of trouble.  

And if the paraphysical abilities of the MIB are factual, then it is obvious that we are not dealing with 

government intimidators. 

 

NORAD 

 

The North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORA is responsible for protecting the North 

American continent from attack by enemy missiles or aircraft.  While the vast majority of the 25,000 

observations each day that are recorded by NORAD's Space Detection and Tracking System 

(SPADATS) and the Naval Space Surveillance System (NAVSPASUR).  Assuming that the majority of 

these, too, can be explained, we are still left with possibly thousands of bona fide UFO reports. 

 

NORA has released a number of documents under provisions of the Freedom of Information Act 

which detail some incidents such as the intrusions over Strategic Air Command (SAC) bases -- 

including nuclear missile bases -- in Maine, Michigan, Montana, North Dakota, and Canada in 1975 (see 

Chapter 8).  But many more are being withheld.  When CAUS filed a FOIA request for this data in 

NORAD files, they were quoted a search fee of over $155,000!
35
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The much respected researcher Raymond Fowler-- who once served with the USAF Security Service 

-- has revealed details of a NORAD-related incident that occurred on March 5, 1967.  NORAD radar 

tracked an uncorrelated target descending over the Minuteman missile site at Minot AFB (91
st
 Strategic 

Missile Wing), North Dakota.  Strike teams were notified immediately and sighted a metallic disk-

shaped UFO with bright flashing lights moving slowly over the site.  3 armed trucks chased the intruder 

until it stopped and hovered at 500 feet.  The teams had orders to capture the UFO undamaged if it 

landed.  But it then began circling over a launch control facility.  F-106 jets were about to be scrambled 

when the UFO climbed vertically and disappeared at high speed.
37

  Fowler has received confirmation 

from undisclosed sources that there have been other instances when UFOs have hovered directly over 

nuclear missile sites. 

 

In the spring of 1966, the command and status consoles at a launch control center in Great Falls, 

Montana indicated that a fault existed in each of the 10 missiles simultaneously.  The missile crew 

checked the faults electronically and discovered that a "no-go fault condition" existed in the guidance-

and-control systems, which meant in effect that none of the missiles could have been launched.  Above-

ground personnel had reported seeing UFOs at the precise moment that the failures were detected.  An 

identical incident occurred during the week of March 20, 1967, Fowler reports, when radar at Malstrom 

AFB, Montana confirmed the presence of a UFO at the same time that 10 missiles became inoperative.
38

 

 

…  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  …  … 

 

 

Chapter 16 -- Down to Earth 

 

In Chapter 13, I referred to Captain Bruce Cathie's claim that a secret UFO research center is 

permanently manned at Wright-Patterson AFB.  Leonard Stringfield has uncovered some additional 

evidence to support this claim, having spoken with an intelligence officer (J.K.) who stated:  "Since 

1948, secret information concerning UFO activity involving the U.S. military has been contained in a 

computer center at Wright-Patterson AFB.  At this base, a master computer file is maintained with 

duplicate support backup files secreted a other military installations.   Get the complete 'Dump File' -- 

both the master and the support back files -- and you've got all the hidden UFO data." 

 

J.K. also claims to have seen on one occasion 9 deceased alien bodies at the base, preserved in deep 

freeze conditions under a thick glass enclosure.  The area was under heavy guard and J.K. was told at the 

time (1966) that 30 bodies in total were held there.  He did not see any alien craft, but he was told that 

some were stored at the base and elsewhere including Langely AFB, Virginia and McDill AFB, Florida. 

 

From another source, Stringield has learned that the bodies at Wright-Patterson were stored in 1953 

in Building 18-F, 3
rd

 Floor, and then at Langley AFB, Hampton Roads, Virginia.20  Senator Barry 

Goldwater -- former Chairman of the Senate Intelligence Committee -- visited Wright-Patterson hoping 

to get permission from General Curtis LeMay to examine the UFO evidence stored there.  But he was 

refused.  Copies of letters from Goldwater to various researchers (in my files) are worth quoting here.  In 

a letter to Shlomo Arnon on March 28, 1975, he wrote: 

 

The subject of UFOs is one that has interested me for some long time.  About 10 or 

12 years ago, I made an effort to find out what was in the building at Wright-Patterson 

Air Force Base where the information is stored that has been collected by the Air Force.  

And I was understandably denied this request.  It is still classified above Top-Secret.  I 

have, however, heard that there is a plan under way to release some -- if not all -- of this 
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material in the near future.  I'm just as anxious to see this material as you are, and I hope 

we will not have to wait much longer. 

 

On April 11, 1979, Goldwater wrote to Lee Graham.  "It is true that I was denied access to a facility 

at Wright-Patterson," he continued.  "Because I never got in, I can't tell you what was inside.  We both 

know about the rumors."  The room that the Senator tried to visit is called the Blue Room.  And 

according to my information, it contains UFO artifacts but not craft or bodies.  In another letter to Lee 

Graham dated October 19, 1981, Goldwater wrote: 

 

First, let me tell you that I have long ago given up acquiring access to the so-called 

'Blue Room' at Wright-Patterson as I have had one long string of denials from chief after 

chief.  So I have given up. 

 

In answer to your questions, one is essentially correct.  I don't know of anyone who 

has access to the 'Blue Room'.  Nor am I aware of its contents.  And I am not aware of 

anything being relocated. 

 

To tell you the truth, Mr. Graham, this thing has gotten so highly classified, even 

though I will admit there is a lot of it that has been released.  It is just impossible to get 

anything on it."  doc   pdf   URL-doc   URL-pdf   
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